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ABSTRACT. A hypervapotron is a water-cooled carried out on hy'pervnpotrons at the 10 MW JET Neu-
device which combines the r_dvanta_es of finned surfaces tral Beam Test Bed, 2,s The test parameters cover a
with the large heat trmasfer rates possible during boiling wide range of geometry, pressure, velocity and subcool-
heat transfer, Hypervapotrons have been used as beam ing. Peak surface heat fluxes of about 25 M'W/m _ have
dumps in the past and plans are under way to use them been obtained in these tests.

for divertor cooling in the Joint European Torus (JET),
Experiments at JET have shows that a surface heat flux
of 25 MW/m 2 can be achieved in hypervapotrons. This
performance makes such a device very attractive for HEATFLUX

coolingofdivertoroftheInternationalThermonuclear //_i_ i"-"_._

ExperimentalReactor(ITER). Thispaperpresentsan
analyticalmethod topredictthethermalperformance
of the h_pervapotrons.Preliminary,resultsshow an

excellentagreementbetweenexperimentalresultsand

analytical prediction over a wide range of flow veloci- .:::::_ii:'i_{'
ties, pressures, subcooling temperatures and heat fluxes ..... " I

This paper also pre, eats the predicted performance of __.
hypervapotron ma.de of materials other than copper.
After further development and verification, the analyt-

performance prediction. _._.._. 21 ""_=
21 ........_ _ 3

° I. INTRODUCTION THERMOCOUPLE
LOCATION,,, HEATFLUX

A hypervapotronconsistsofa finned surfacemade ...J_.._,__,_L____ f _ f fof high conductivity materi_l such az copper (Fig. 1).
The coola.nt is subcooled water at a high velocity _--_---] /'_'-._. / /// /_

and high pressuxe that flows perpendicular to the fins. ?t_( ._'_//, _ .
Miller x has discussed the types of possible flows in such
a geometry. Experiments by Falter et M. 2,a have shown

that the ideal geometry consists of firm with a height to _-.-_.6----_ _..._ I:COW 3

pitchratioof about 0,5,a recentpaper by Greinera _;7 _-__ "

discusses r'esona_nt heat transfer in a geometry similar (DIMENSIONS (mm)
to hype.rvapotron. However, this study is limited _,o OFNARROWCHANNEL
lamina.r forced convection flow. HYPERV/tPOTRON}

Hypervapotrons have been used at JET as beam

dumps to remove large heat fluxes under steady-state

conditions. Now plans are under way to insta_ these Fig. 1. Hypervapotron geometry. Dimensions are
with beryllium tiles brazed to the front surface a_ in millimeters (typical fin height = 3-6 mm,
divertor targets. Extensive experiments have been thickne-_s = 3 mm, pitch = 5 mm).



At low heat fux_ the heat tr_m_r i_ by forced 2. Transitionfrom forcedconvectionto NurJeate
convection, As the heat flux _s increa_d, some oi"the boiling. The incipient bo_ng temperature is at the
su_a,ce re.achesthe incipient boiling temperature of the intersect|on of Eq. (1) and the Bergles Rosenow
coolant.With furtherincreaseinheatflux,criticalheat correJation.6
fluxconditionswillbereachedonpartof theheattran_

fersurface.Ultimately,partofthe sur/_acewillmelt. q" 1.8E 3(p)_._56,,_A_ _2.s/@)°'°_z_= - _.o_SAT)ONB . (2)
The experimentswere neverextendedto thisran_.

The maximum temperature is a function of water pres-
sure, hypervapotron geometry, velocity of flow, lrmgth of 3. Nucleate boHlng. 'rl_e nucleate boiling heat
hypervapotrc_,heatflux and cooLoJatinlette_aperatt_-e, flux was calculatedby Thorn'scorrelationZ:

In thispaper,an attemptismade topredictthe

performance of hypervapotrons by a combina- 4 (Tw TsAr,)/u2.ssJthermal = - . (3)
tionofheattransi'ercorrelationsandfinite,elementanal-

y_m. If such an analyticalpredictionis feasible,

designscouldbe optimizedand pexformancepredicted The heatfluxfortemperaturesgreaterthan the
foruntestedcondltionm,materialsand _eometries. incipientboilh_temperaturewas calculatedbys

II. DE$CRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT _--_' = [ (--'_ (1- _']1/' , (4)The to p per I +  i/j
performed by Falter and hiscoUeaguea a,s in the JET
NeutralInjectionTestBed. The hypervapotrontested
had theexternaldimen_ioRs where _I_i= _I_at TOICB.Thisprocedureissimilarto

the procedure shown in Fig. 5.10 of Ref. 9.
Widtl_ 75mm

Height: 19 mm 4. Critical beat flux wascaicuk,ted by the Mac-
Beam Exposed Length: 175 mm Bethcorrelatlon._-_

The thermocouples used to measure tlm temp_'a-
tures were located 2 mm below the hig_hheat flux surfa_
(Fig.I).The surfacetempexaturecouldbeextrapolated (q_zr x I0-_)= A + D (G Xc+zl0-_)(A_mb)i ,(5)
from thism_ent. Comparison with IR camera

indicated _hat such au extrapolation was valid, where,
The temperatures were measured at thecenter(axially)

= of the heated length.

A=yoD '$ (GxlO-S) '_ , (6)III. ANALY$_S

A. Heat Trand_ Correlations C = YaD _ (G x 10-_) _ . (7)

The heat tracmfer i_ in three cliffercnt mgion_. The
The constantsarelistedinReL 9.Thisparticular

unitso_theparametersare_iveninthe nomenclature.
correlationwas chosenbecauseiitakesintocomside.ra-

I.Forcedcon_ection:The followin8 Modified tioneffecto_geometry and pr_sure, ltisapplicable
DittusBoeltercorrelations was usedfortemperature_ at relativelylow p_ and high velocitiesin the
lessthan incipientboilinKtemperature, hypervapotron.

ltwu ammmed thatbeyond thecriticalheatflux

N_ = 0.023(_) (Re)°'s (p_,)0._a. (I) valuecalculatedby Eq. (5),theheatfluxremainedcon-
stantwithfurtherincreasein surfacetemperature.This

gavegood agreementbetweenexperimentand theory.
The factor_ - 1.35isusedto accountforthe

re-cixculating flowwhich occursinthechannelsformed All above correlationsrequire calculationof the
by the fins._ Thisfactorwas obtainedby comparing heatfluxasa functionoflocalsurfacetemperaturefor

calculatedresultswithmeasuredresults_,aat a variety eachsetofconditions(geometry,pressure,coolantbulk

offlowvelocitiesand geometriesatlow heatfluxes.The temperattu_,and flowrate).Hence,allaboveequations
hydraulicdiameterusedinRe and Nu was thehydraulic wereproKrammed ina computercodewhichcreatedthe
diameteroftheflowchannelwithoutfins. inputforthefiniteelementcodeTOPAZ2D. _s



The local heat transfer coefficient was calculated was performed. The aim was to calculate the tempera.-
ture distribution in the hypervapotron and to comp,'tre

the experimentally me_ured surface temperature with
qle

h = (8) analysis.
(T, - Ts) '

IV. RESULTS

where q" = heat flux at a surface temperature Ts
calculated by above procedure, Figures 3 through 5 show the comparison of tiffs

analysis with experiments done at the JET Test Bed 2'3

T, _' local sm'face temperature, on a shallow channel (3 mm channel) and deep channel

TB = bulk temperature of the coolant (6 mm channel) hypervapotron, During the experiment,
at the calculation section, the inlet temperature of the coolant, was 20°C. Hence,

the bulk temperature of the coolant at the halfway
length (where measurements and the analysis was per-

Figure 2 shows a tTpical variation of the heat transfer formed) was diJTerent for each point on these plots. As
coefficient as a function of local surface temperature in seen in Fig. 3, the heat transfer has three regions. In

the cooling channel, region 1, the heat transfer is by forced convection. In

region 2, part of the heat transfer surf'ace reaches the

6 incipient boiling temperature and therefore the heat
transfer coefficient is higher than the forced convection
region, thus the slope dT,/dq" is less than that for the
pure forced-convection region. With further increase

in heat transfer surface temperature, some of the sur-
face reaches the critical heat flux condition described

I by Eq. (5), Thus, the heat transfer coefficient actually

_ 4 - decreases with temperature beyond this point (Fig. 2).
_ Due to this, the surface temperature rises rapidly with a

z heat flux increase (region 3). If it were not for the finnedttJ

_2 _ surface and large thermal conductivity of the copper,
_: burn-out would have occurred at this time. Incre_ing

_a_ the heat flux will ultimately make the local heat flux at

__ all locations on the heat transfer surface greater than
_ 2 - the critical heat flux region, and burn-out will occur.Z

F,_gures 3 through 5 show an excellent agreement
between this analysis and the experimental results. This

analysis covered a wide range of pressures, flow veloci-

i ties and subcooling, lt 'also covered two dit_erenti

0 L t t _r__ _ _ geometries. ,In the future, an an.alysis will be performed
o 2oo _o0 60o 8oo 10o0 to see,ifthe model can predictperformance of other

geometriestorwhich experimentaldata isavailable.An

LOCALWALLTEMP(C) attempt could then be made to optimize the design of

hypervapotrons for application to the ITER design.
Fig.2. Heat transfer coefficient_'or5 mrn channel

(V = 4.0 m/s, P = 0.4 bar, TB = 3?.0 C). Figures 6 through 8 show the isotherms in the
hypervapotron for three flow regimes. Figure 6 is for a

B. Finite Element Model heat _ux of 2 MW/m 2 and represents the forced convec-
tion regime because the temperatures over the

, The finite element model for the TOPAZ2D code entire heat transfer surface are below the incipient boil-

was of half a fin. The halt' fin was represented by 200 ing temperature..As the surface heat flux is increased
elements in the finite element mesh. The incident heat to 8 MW/m 2 (Fig. 7), part of the surface has nucleate

• flux., the coolant bulk temperature and heat transfer boiling and part of the surface has forced convection.

coefficients calculated from the above procedure were As the heat flux, on the surface of the hypervapotron is
the boundary conditions. The coolant temperature was increased to 25 MW/m 2, some part of the heat transfer

: set equal to the coolant temperature at the half-way sm'face reaches the critical heat flux condition (Fig. 8).

: length in the hypervapotron, where the experimental However, burn-out is prevented due to conduction heat
- measurements were made. A steady-state calculation transfer to the colder surface. This is the important

3
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P = 5.7 bar (inlet .coolant temperature = Fig. 6. Isotherms for forced convection regime (heat

20°C), flux = 2 MW/m2).



.........................+ °C feature of the hypervapotron where considerably h_gher
A = 130.0 heat flux on the surface than the critical heat flux ._n the

t 8 = 140.0 coolant channel can be achieved.
C = 1502

D = _70.0 The method presented above was used to analyzeH E = 180.0
F- 200.0 the performance of hyper_"apotron for materials other
G = 210.0 theta copper. Figure 9 shows the effect of thermM con-
H = 220.0 ductivity on peak surface temperature at a su_rface heat
I = 240,0

F ...... flux of 25 MW/ra 2. The result shows that the sur-
""-" face temperature for a hypervapotron made of materiMs

_0. C__ other than copper will be considerably higher.

: V. DISCUSSION

A method has been presented which predicts the

thermal performance of a hypervapotron. Further work

_....__.__ is planned to extend the method to a more general
geometry. Two specific extension,s of the method are

"_-..,_ A anticipated: inclusion of three dimensional effects, and
--.--- calculation of pressure oscillations during boiling.
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Fig. 7. Nucleate boiling regime (heat flux = 8 MW/m2).
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